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STRUCTURE CQNSTANTS OF ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
The aim of this paper is to determine the structure constants of algebraic 
groups (we define this term presently). Our reference for root systems is 
almost any book on Lie algebras, but especialby [S], or the appendix of j6 )- 
and, for algebraic groups, [ 1, 2. 61. 
Let C be a semisimple linear algebraic group defined over a fieid k and T 
a maximal torus of G. The root groups of G relative to T are the minimal 
subgroups of G normalized but not centralized by T. It is well known tha: 
these root groups are isomorphic to the additive group ~2, of the underlying 
Field k 12, Exp. 13). Let X(T) be the group of rational characters of T and 
CV = N(T),/T the Weyl group of G relative to T. If Ii is a root group and 
x: 1G;n --f U any (algebraic) isomorphism then, by definition of root groups, we 
have tx(FJ t- ’ = s(cr(r) c), for t E T, < E G,, where u E X(T) is a non-trivial 
character of T. Let us say in this case that the group U belongs to the 
character a. The characters a arising in this way are the roots of G relative 
to T and form a reduced system of roots in X(T) Or 9 [ 1, p. 317 1. 
Moreover, to each root u there belongs precisely one root group ii,. We 
denote by R the set of roots of G relative to T. For each root ci, fix an 
isomorphism X, : 6, --f U,. 
If i( and j3 are linearly independent roots then, by Chez~ll~~‘s commzziraro! 
.&muEa, we have 
ia+jBER 
i.j>O 
where the product on the right hand side is taken in any fixed preassigned 
ordering of the roots [l, p. 335; 2, Exp. 171. 
The Nn.L3,i.j occurring in the commutator formula are. by definition, the 
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structure constants of the algebraic group G. In this paper we prove the 
following: 
PROPOSITION. There is a reparametrization of the root groups oj-G such 
that all the structure constants become integers. Moreover, if G, and G, are 
semi-simple algebraic groups with isomorphic root systems then the root 
groups of Gi (i = 1, 2) can be simultaneously reparametrized in such a 
manner that G, and Gz have the same structure constants. 
Though we have stated the above proposition for algebraic groups, the 
proof itself involves technicalities on root systems and is therefore valid for 
groups with Steinberg’s generators and relations [6, p. 301. Moreover, we 
have not proved the result for groups of type Gz because this is done 
explicitly in [3, p. 2951. We will first sketch a proof of the proposition, 
omitting all calculations, and then give the calculations, which involves 
taking a close look at connected sets of roots of rank at most 3. This 
proposition is, in a sense, the main point of the isomorphism theorem for 
semisimple algebraic groups; a proof along these lines will appear in the 
forthcoming book of T. A. Springer on algebraic groups. 
The author would like to thank Professor Springer for drawing his 
attention to this problem, and for his guidance and encouragement. 
1. SKETCH OF THE PROOF 
Let G, T, R, I#’ be as above. Assume that G has no components of type 
Fix a w-invariant positive delinite inner product ( , ) on E = 
gt;.) Or R. If u and /3 are roots then (q/I) = 2(u,,8)/(/3,~) is an integer, 
independent of the chosen inner product ( ): these are the Cartan integers of 
the system R. 
Let CI and /I be linearly independent roots with (r +/I a root. Then the 
integral closure of a and ,8 in R is an irreducible system of rank 2, and since 
we have assumed that G has no components of type Gz, it must be 
isomorphic to A1 or B, [5, p. V-41. S o we have the following possibilities: 
6) (a, P)cO, a> = 1. Here the integral closure of (r and ,8 is of type A, 
and the commutator formula reads 
(ii) (a,,8)@, cz> = 2. H ere the integral closure of o and ,8 is of type B, 
and (a, p> ( 0, say (u,/3) = -1 and @, a) = -2. The commutator formula 
now reads 
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(iii) (u, @(p. c1 j = 0. H ere the integral closure of o! and /3 is again of 
type B2. with il and /I both short roots and 
(~,(r),.“u(rl))=?c,+D(Na,l:,1.i511)’ 
All of this follows by examinin g systems of rank 2. By computations in 
groups of type AZ and Bz we show that if (u, ,8)@, CX>~ = I then N,i!3,,,, is a 
unit, while if (a.p)(& ci = 2 then No,d,i.l and N,*,.? , are units (see 
Section 2). 
Let R + be a positive system of roots and S the correspoding system of 
simple roots. We fix an ordering on S and reparametrize inductiveiy the root 
groups U, with o E R + as follows: If CJ E S we set x;(T) = s,(t), 5 E ,G,:. 
Assume that the groups U, with ht@) < i have been reparametrized and cr is 
any root of height i. Choose the first CI E S such that (CJ, u::~ > 0, so that 
O--uER+. If I% and CT - u are not orthogonal then 
(,~:,(r),~:,~,(~~))=x,(N,~,~,.,.,5*~) .~. 
with N, ~--a i.i 1 1 a unit. We define X; by 
In this case we define xb by 
Having reparametrized all the root groups U, with CT E R ‘, we drop the 
primes for notational convenience and note that if ht(a) > 2 and (1 is the first 
simple root with (cr,c~)>O then, if (~--,a)#& we have N,.,_,,,.,= 1; 
while if (a - ~1, ai = 0 we have Na,,-2a,2,, -= 1. In particular, if u and ,!I are 
simple roots with w + ,B a root and u < p then NG,o, ,.r = 1, and in case n, /3 
span BZ with u a short root, we have NaYB,Z3, = 1 and N, n+3,1,L = 2 
(see 2.2). 
If u and c are positive roots, define height of Nu,,.,i.,i to be i ht(ti) + j ht(v) 
and denote it by ht(N,,,,i,j): here NU,L,,i,,i s the coefficient of <‘# in the corn 
mutator 
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Assume that CJ = iu + jv is a root and ht(NZ,,,,j,j) = N. L.et a be the first 
simple root such that (a, UT > 0. Then r~ = iu + ju = a + (a -a) show that 
u, c, c1 and cr lie in the same component of the integral closure of u, ~1 and cx 
in R, which is therefore irreducible of rank 3 at most, with R ’ n La + 
Zu + ZL’ as a positive system of roots therein, and with a as one of the 
simple roots. In closed subsystem of R of rank < 3 we look for triples (r, I, s) 
such that 7 and t are positive roots with r + t a root and s a simple root (of 
the subsystem) with (I’ + t, s> > 0. Using commutator identities we show how 
to~express N,,,.f,j in terms of N,.,-,,l,, or N,.,-z,,T,l and Nlr,6,k., for 
suitable a, B E R ’ n La + Su + ZV with ht(NO,b,k,,) ( N. By induction, this 
will determine all the N u,c,i,j’s, where u, u are positive roots. 
Let a E R ’ and x, be as above. Now L, =gp(U,, U-,> is a 
homomorphic image of SL(2, k), so corresponding to each X, (u E R ‘) 
there is a unique isomorphism x-, : ‘G, + lJ_, such that II, =x -,(-1) sn( 1) 
~~~(-1) E N,(T) -- T. With this normalization of the negative root groups 
we show that N,,, ,,,,, N-,,-, .,,. I = -1 if (u, L~)(L~, u) # 0; and if 
(u, cj(v. u> = 2 with u a short root then Nu.c,z,, = (N,,, ,,., )(N-.,2, +c ,.,., )-I. 
Moreover, these relations determine all the structure constants (see 2.1 and 
2.2). The following sections will make it clear than N,,,(.,i,,i = + 1 if u, u are 
non-orthogonal with u + L’ a root, while Nu,c.,,, = +2 if u, L’ are orthogonal 
roots with u + z! a root. 
The reparametrizations introduced above depend only on the Cartan 
integers and ordering of simple roots, so it is clear that groups with 
isomorphic root systems can be arranged to have the same structure 
constants. 
In the remaining sections of this paper we examine in detail groups of 
rank 2 and 3 (with the exception of Gz). 
2. GROUPS OF TYPE A, AND B, 
Let G, T, IV, R, R ’ and S be as above, with the root groups 
reparametrized as in Section 1. If u E R then the mapping 
i ) :, ; w x,(t), 
1 0 
( ) .r 1 +-y-,(8 
extend to a homomorphism of SL,(k) onto L, = gp(V,, U-,j. Moreover, 
n, = xp, (-1) xa( 1) x,(-l) represents the non-trivial element w, of the 
Weyl group of L relative to T, = Tf’ L, . The Weyl group acts on X(T) by 
(wx)(t) = x(w-l . t) (WE w, xEX(T), tE T), 
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so 
If u, /I. I,:.=. E R, denote by R,, :,,,., the integral closure of u, ,% ;c,... ic R. 
So 1 -IV,~N-~~~+~ = 0. Since (x,(cj, x8(q)) =,Y,+~(N~~Q), and (x,,(j). 
JT~(~))~’ = (x~(~~),x,(<)), we have N,, = -IV,,. Hence IQ,~N,+~.~~ = -1. 
By looking at the root diagram we see that 
and so on. Since ‘?Y~( 1) =x, +&Vab), we see that “uxa(t) =I, +p,(NaG<J. 
This proves (i), (ii). and (iii). 
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2.2. Let u,p E R with a + p E R and (cz,/~>@, a) = 2. Then (a,pj < 0, 
saJ’ (a,pj = -1 and (/?, a) = -2. We have R,, = {&a, @, i(2a +/3), 
k(u +P)} and 
(iii) If U, u E R,, and u + v is a root, then the structure constants 
Nu,,,,i,j can be determined from (ii). If N, ,4, ,., is f 1 and N, ,8. ?., is f 1, then, 
in case (u, c)(v, 11) = 2 with (u, v) = -1, we have Nu,L.,, = +I, 
N - * 1; and if (u, ~1) = 0 and u + u is a root, then N,,, ,,,., is 12. u,o.2,1 - 
ProoJ By applying IV, and 1~‘~ to a and /3 we see that R,, contains the 
roots listed above and cannot contain any more roots because there is no 
inclusion of Bz in G?. 
Denote Na,b,,,l by N,., and N,,,,,., by N&. We then have (x,(&-~~(v)) 
= -~,+&K&I) x~,+,(N;&~v). Now naUbniL = UZntOy n&&’ = 
u a+4, n,U,tLln,’ = Uclto and nsUO,,n,‘= U,. 
By repeated applications of the commutator formula we have 
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So. comparing terms we have 
so. 
ic) -Nn31Yai3 md + 1 = 0, N;+,,&V;, - Nrr+il.fiN,;j -N&d = 0 and 
i’vaJ + 0. 
Equations (a), (b) and (c) determine all the structure constants. es follows: 
Since Nao + 0. (b) gives N& = N,,(K, ,2n Ld ) ‘~ By looking at the root 
diagram we conclude that 
Now (a) gives 
id) Nni?.V..,r.o Ali = 2. 
RepLacing u(. ,8 by --n. Za + 0, respectively, we have 
(e) F<-u.za TolV,.,+, = 2. 
Equations ib) and (.e) now give 
(,f) x’rnD:Vn.rr+L1 q = LV;, 
Therefore, by the second equation of (c) we have (using (fi) 
(g) 5” ;+3.-,3N;n tN’ -0. nd 
Now 11:’ a+ii.L3 = ?jf nCB.~biN-n~~,Zn+rl)-’ (see (b)), so. by (g). 
-1$~~B(R’,,3j-’ = L~Ci+BT mD(h’mm, P3.2a +Uj-L. Therefore, using (c! we have 
again using (c) and replacing a. /I by suitabie roots. Since fih8= 
lVa 3 (iv -n.?o -0 )-’ (by (b)) we see that 
whence 
(hj N,,,Np,.-, = -1. 
Finally, by (c), N,.k~,-~,-&.,z,+o= 1. SO 
Recapitulating, we have 
Replacing a and ,8 by suitable roots and using (h), (b) and (f), we can now 
determine all NU*,. and Nil,,, where (u, o> = -1, (1:. u) = -2 and u. t’ E Rafi, 
and therefore all the remaining structure constants. This proves (i), (iij and 
(iii ). 
3. GROUPS OF TYPES A,. B, AND C, 
Throughout this section we assume that a, b, c are positive roots which 
form a fundamental system of roots of their integral closure Rrrbr in R, and 
that Robe is irreducible. Moreover, the root groups have been normalized as 
in Section 1. In this section we obtain some identities, analogous to the 
Jacobi identity, between the structure constants of the group (IJ,. lib, U,;. 
These are straightforward consequences of the following identity of Hall and 
Witt (see (4, p. 191). 
((x, .Y- ‘), 2 -1)-r ((L,X-‘),J’-I)’ ((J’,Z-‘1, +)‘== 1. (*I 
Here s. y, z are elements of a group, (ZL, 1:) denotes the commutator 
UL’U -‘u-’ and u” the conjugate v-‘uu. 
First, recall that if 0 is a positive root of height (i + I ) (i > 1) then there is 
a root p of lower height and a simple root c( such that lj, CQ < 0 and 
0 = ivap. where n‘, is the reflection along u: For, there is a simple root LT 
such that (D’ a:) > 0 [6 J, so we may take p = W,U = CI - (a, a> CI. This allows 
us inductively to write down all the roots of height > 2 as sums of simple 
roots. 
3.1. Assume that RobC is of type A 3 and its Dynkin diagram is 
0 0 
Q b G 
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I Ve have R ohcnR+ =/a.b.c,a+b,b+c,a+b+c)arrd 
(i) Nc,bNa+b.r + N, ,N - 0. . b+c.n - 
Moreoz!er, the d@erent expressions j%r roots c Ivhich are mm of I;L~O 
positire roars ifRabL, and the simple root(s) s o]*R,~~ smh ihat (a, s:) > 0 are 
a=a+b,s=aorb: o=b+c,s=borc: 
CJ = a + (b $ c) = (a + b) + c, s = a or c. 
whence 
3.2. Assirnte that Rnbc is of type B, atzd its D>xkifz diagram is 
We have R aSc:TRf=(a.b,c, a+b, b+c, btk. u+b+c. a+bf2c, 
a+2b+k} arzd 
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The different expressions for roots o which are sum of two positive roots of 
R nbc and the simple root(s) s o~‘R,~~ such that (0, s> > 0 are 
o=a+b, s=a orb; a=btc, s=b; o = c + (b + c), s = c; 
cr = a + (b + c) = c + (a + b), s = a; 
o = a + (b + 2c) = (a + b + c) + c, s = a or c; 
o = b + (a + b + 2c) = (a + 6) + (b + 2c) = (b + c) + (a + b + cj, s = b. 
ProoJ That Rabc f7 R ’ is as indicated above follows from the remarks 
preceding (3.1). 
The first factor can be rewritten as 
~~,+~+c~Nn+~,cN~a~llr~)~a+2~~~~c(N~.a+~+2cNa+~.c.,,2N~ny1~*~*) 
x ‘)~,tb+zc(-N,+b.c,,.~Nbal;lSi*). 
The second factor, after a long calculation, can be rewritten as 
.~,+?b+:c((N,+b+c.b+cNo,6+cNfb + N,.~+,.,.2Nf,)(-~l~*yZ)) 
X ~a+b+*c((Nc,o+b+c . Nn.6+cNcb -N”.6+2,N,h.*,l)(VrC2jj 
x x .+n+c(-No.b+cNcb9li). 
So, comparing terms, we have (i), (vi) and (vii) of the statement. The 
remaining identities follow in a similar manner, but the calculations are 
considerably simpler, and the rest follows by inspection. 
3.3. COROLLARY. Using the notation of (3.2) we also have 
(:‘:? N ofb.c.I.*NbU =NcLL*.I~~a.b+?c’ 
(**I Nb+c.aNir+il+c.L?+c = --2NLl tc.CI.2 1 T 
(***I (Nb+‘..CI.*.,Nfb)(No+b.c.,.2Nbn)-’ 
= (Nb+c,a.*,,Nfbj(N,~,*.INn,6+?c)~’ = Nb.o+bt*r. 
ProojI To prove (*) we use (2.2)(f) and (3.2)(ii), (vi) as follows: 
N c.atb+c N o.h+cNcb = NcbNb+r.cNb+ 2c.a 
= -2Nc,cu.,Nb+2c,ar 
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so 
ix *) follows from (2.2)jf) by setting CL = b + c and p = u. which. together 
with (3.2)(Gi), gives (” **). 
3.3. Assume R abc is of type C, it,ith 
0 0 c’ D 
0 b c 
as its D~vzki~z diagram. Therl 
R + I? Rae, = {a. b. c. a+ b, b +c. 26 +c. a + b +c. 2a + 2b AC* 
a+2b+ci 
and 
The diJfff‘ere!zt expressions for roots 5 rtyhich are sum oJr tlk’o positille roots oj 
R aDr and the simple roots s of Rnbc such that ~(5. s’. > 0 are 
5=a+b. s-aorb: a-bfc. s=c: 
G = b + (b + cl. s = b: o=a+jb+c)=Ia-b)+c. s =a arc; 
5=~+(2b+cj=ia+bj+jb+c)=b+(a+b+c). s=b: 
u = a + (a + 2b + CJ = (,a + 6) + (a + b + c). s = a. 
ProoJ This goes like (3.2). We have 
The first factor can be re\vritten as 
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and the second factor as 
~2b+c+a((Nzb+c.aNb.c.?., - tw+b+cNb+c.aNd 01~0 
x x za+~b+c(-Nr2b+c.a.,,?Nb,c,?.,r~r1’r) 
x x,+b+c(Nb+c,aNbcrr5). 
This gives us (i), (v) and (vi). The calculations for the other identities are 
similar (and easier). 
4. PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION 
We can now complete the proof of the proposition along the lines 
indicated in Section 1. We will use the definitions and notation of Section 1 
without further comment. The proof is by induction on ht(N,,,,,i.j). We first 
determine the constants of height at most 3. 
Let u and L’ be positive roots such that u = u + c’ is a root. If 
hWu.u.1.1 ) = 2 then u and u are non-orthogonal simple roots and u or v is 
the first simple root a such that (0, o) > 0. Hence, because of the 
reparametrizations of Section 1, we have NuIc = f 1. 
If ht(N u.L,,7_,,) = 3, with u a short root, then again u and v are simple roots, 
and u is the first simple root u such that (2~ + v, u) > 0. So Nu,r.,Z,, = 1 
(and Nu.o.l,2 = 0). 
IfhWu,,.,,,, ) = 3 and (u, v) = 0, then, say, u is a simple root and so L’ - 11 
is also simple with (v -u, u) = -2, (u, LJ -u) = -1. Now N,,, = 
WL.,-,I-’ N,,,,-,,I,, (by C=)(f)), so N,,, = 62. 
Finally, let ht(N,,, ,,,,, ) = 3 with u and v non-orthogonal. Let a be the first 
simple root such that (0, u) > 0 (where o = u + a). If the integral closure 
R uc,a of u. v and a forms a system of type A, or B?, then u = CJ or u = c( and 
so N, /,= fl. If R,,, is of rank 3, choose a simple system of roots of R,,, 
corresponding to the positive system R,,, f7 R +. Labeling these simple roots 
a, b, c as in (3.1), (3.2) and (3.4), we see that cr must be the sum of these 
simple roots (because ht(o) = 3). Now CJ = a + b + c has only 2 decom- 
positions as sums of two roots in R,,, C’R+, namely, CJ =u + (b + c) = 
(a + b) + c, and a = a or c. So Nn,b+c or Nc.a+b is 1. Using N,,N,+,,, + 
NiJcNLl+c.a = 0. together with Nab = f I and NbC = f 1 (because a, b and c are 
simple roots), we see that Na+b,c is *I if Nc,a+b is *l, and conversely. 
Now let u and v be positive roots such that o = iu + jv is a root. Assume 
that ht(iu + jv) = N > 3. We may assume by induction on N that whenever 
Y, s are positive roots such that I + s is a root and ht(r + s) < N, then N,,,, ,, , 
is known and it is * 1 if Y and s are non-orthogonal, while N,,,,,,, is k-2 if r 
and s orthogonal. Likewise, we may assume that if 2r + s is a root and 
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hWJ,,.u.i 1 < 1% then Nr.S,2,L is known and it is i 1. Since Pv’:,,~.~.~ = -NI..,,,i.i. 
we may also assume that u is a short root, and so (i? .i) is (1, 1) or (2, ! ). 
(A) Suppose i = j = 1. Let a be the first simple root such that (ci, a> > 0. 
We take R,,,, r! R + as a positive system of roots of R,,,, (so that a is one of 
the indecomposable (i.e., simple) roots). If R,,,, is of type A z then I; = u or 
L: = a. Since iv,,,_, = 1 we have N,.,. = i 1. 
If R uc’a is of type B, with a, b as its simple roots and Q a short root, :hen 
u + ~‘=a +b and u=a or 6; or u + c=a+ (a+ b), CI=O and u=a or 
a + 6. In the first case 1 = N,,,-, = N,, or N,, = In the second case 
Nn,a+b = 2N;kN, b z ,. Since Na,b,2., = I by definition, we see that 
N a,nrb = 2N,,. Iio’d Na+b is f 1 by induction so Na.atb = +2, whence 
N,.,, = 12. If R,,, is of type A, with (a? 6, c) as its simple roots (labelled as 
in (3. I )), then 0 = u + (b + c) = (a + b) + c and a = a or c. Repeating the 
last part of the argument we gave to determine constants of height < 3. we 
see that It’,.,, is f I. This already proves the proposition when there is one 
one root iength involved. 
Suppose now that R,,., is of type B,, with its Dynkin diagram Iabelled as 
in (3.2). The different decompositions of CJ as sum of two positive roots of 
RLiz,, can be read off from (3.2). So, in the notation of (3.2) we have the 
fo!lowing possibilities: 
(i) G=a+(b+c)=(a+bj+cand~=a. 
Now !%7a,o-, = Na,b+c = 1, so Nob.Na+b,c = NbrNc.b+e. together with 
induction on heights, shows that Na+b.c = +I. 
(ii) cr = a + (b + 2c) = (a + b + c) + c and c( = a or c. 
If- a = a then NO.bTlc = I, so, by (3.2)(G), we have 
Since (b + c. ci = 0 and !a, b f c)! f 0, we see by induction on heights that 
h’b+c,<x = *2 and No,b+c = il. whence Na+b+c,r = 12. If u =c then 
~~rc.a+b.?,i = 1, so using (“;j of (3.3) we have N,, =Nc.b,Z.IN,,h-3L.. By 
induction on heights N,, = fl and Nc,b.?.l = =I, so Na.il+zc= *I. By 
(2.2)(f) we have Nc.a+btc = 2Nc.a+b,Z., Ncylib, whence IV,.,~~--~ = 12. 
(iii! If 0 = b + (U + b + 2cj = (a + bj + (b + 2~) = (b + C) + 
(G + b + c), then a = b. so Nb,acb+Zc = 1; and using (iv) and (v) of (3.2). we 
can determine Nc+b.a+b+c and IY~+~,~+~~. 
Finally, if R,,,, is of type C, then we argue exactly as above, now using 
the identities given in (3.4). The details are left to the reader. 
(B) Suppose i = 2, j= 1. Let a be the first simple root such that 
(6, CL‘; > 0. Then R,,, is of type B?, B, or C?. In the first case, -Nu,l.,l., = 
N - 1 by definition. a.o-?a.?.1 - 
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Suppose it is of type C,. We take R,,., n R + as its positive system of 
roots and label the Dynkin diagram as in (3.4). Then u = 2b + c, CI = b or 
o = c + 2(a + b) = (26 + c) + 2a and tx = a. In the first case Nb.r.2,, = 1 by 
definition, and in the second case Na,Zb+c,l., (=NQq,_2a.Z,,)= 1 by 
definition. Using (vi) of (3.4), we have 
which determines N, +b.c,?. , . 
Finally, if R,,., is of type B,, then, using the identities given in (3.3) and 
induction on heights, one can take care of the remaining cases. The details 
are left to the reader. 
At this stage we know all N,,.l..i.i, where u and 1’ are positive roots. 
Because of the renormalizations of the negative root groups introduced in 
Section 1 and because of (2.1) and (2.2j, we now know all the structure 
constants. This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Renmrk. If one is interested only in the isomorphism theorem for 
algebraic groups, then working with Lie algebras simplifies Section 2 
considerably. We have not done this because we wanted to derive everything 
from a knowledge of the root system of the group and Chevalley’s 
commutator formula. 
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